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Principle properties of passive margins

Magma-rich margins of the northern North Atlantic

2D thermo mechanical modelling
Visco-elastic-plastic deformation
● Assuming initial inherited orogenic structures and materials (fossil slab and hydrated
mantle wedge), respectively. ‘Seeds’ and controls subsequent extension.
● Distinct flow laws for fossil slab (eclogite), mantle wedge (antigorite), mantle (olivine), l.
crust (plagioclase) and u crust (wet quartzite), respectively
● Extension at 2 cm/yr
● Decompression melting of mantle material (e.g. Armitage et al 2011).
Potential temperature 1350 C.
● Phase model for antigorite stability (retrogradates to olivine-like rheology)
●
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Magma-rich margins

Large amounts of magmatic extrusions and intrusions
● LCBs (Vp=7.2-7.5 km/s) beneath proximal margin
section (continental crust), material not known
● LCBs of eclogitic composition (Vp=8.2-8.6 km/s)
● Remnant collisional structures (e.g. slabs) of eclogitized
crust
● Asymmetry
● Thick crust in the adjacent continents (Scandinavian and
Greenland Caledonides)
●
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Magma-poor margins

Magma-poor margins of the southern North Atlantic

Minor magmatic products
● LCBs (Vp=7.2-7.5 km/s) beneath distal margin section
● LCBs consist of exhumed, serpentinized mantle
● No LCBs of eclogitic composition or fossil collisional
structures
● Asymmetry
● Thinner crust in the adjacent continents (Appalachians &
Variscides)
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“Intermediate velocity” LCBs (green,
Vp= 7.2-7.5 km/s) correlate laterally
along passive margins
● Eclogitic
LCBs (magenta, orange)
occur mostly along the main Iapetus
suture
● The
reconstructions form coherent
lineaments of the LCBs, partly
coinciding with known sutures
●
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Results
Thick crust, steep subduction angle →
eclogite dominated system
● LCBs of eclogite and serpentinite (+)
● Enhanced pre-breakup magmatism (+)
● Extrusions on continental crust (+)
● Preserved slab (+)

Thin crust, flat subduction angle →
serpentinite dominated system
● LCBs of eclogite and serpentinite (not
observed) (-)
● Exhumed serpentinized mantle (+)
● Limited magmtism (no cont. extrusions) (+)

Hypothesis
Structural and compositional remnants of collision zones
impose a rheological control that facilitates localization
during rifting
● The inherited, usually weak materials deform and get
emplaced as LCBs
● The pre-rift structure (crustal thickness, thickness and
angle of subducted, eclogitized crust, amount of
serpentinite) controls and determines the passive margin
formation (rifting, formation of LCBs, magmatic activity)
● Pre-rift dipping structures can be preserved
● Possible
inherited materials are eclogitized crust and
serpentinized peridotite, e.g. from subduction zones
●
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Conclusion & Discussion
A self-consistent, independent mechanism to explain passive margin formation,
quantifying the principle idea of the Wilson cycle
● Numerical modelling shows:
➔ Structural remnants of old collision zones are weaknesses and can localize rifting
➔ The inherited material (serpentinite and eclogite) deforms and creates LCBs
➔ Importance of magmatic underplating can be limited
➔ Thick continental crust can lead to high rates of pre-break-up magmatism
●

